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ABSTRACT

Football is one sport that has become a hobby of all circles. One of the most popular games in
Indonesia is football. In fact, this one game is arguably the most in demand, considering at every
match there is never escape from the many spectators. Football game Football is a team game that
requires basic cooperation between members team, as one of the characteristics of the game of
football. In order to play soccer the ball properly and correctly the players master the basic
techniques of football. For playing ball well, players are equipped with good basic techniques,
players who have good basic techniques that these players tend to be able to play soccer with fine
too. Football is currently very complex and has entered the industrial era 4.0. Mature Currently,
football is one of the most interesting issues to study because of football has become a necessity
and part of society, especially in Indonesia. Besides as a game, football is expected to produce
achievements. To achieve achievement is certainly not as easy as turning the palm of the hand.
There needs to be continuous practice. Achievement cannot be juxtaposed with quantity, but must
be juxtaposed with quality. One of the assets owned by Klampok Village, Brosot, Galur, Kulon
Progo, D.I Yogyakarta with potential that can be explored is the Village Soccer Field which is
located in Klampok Village, Brosot, Galur, Kulon Progo. This field is very easy to access easy to
reach either by motorbike or car. The field so far it is used only when tournament events between
villages (tarkam) are well known local residents even outside the area. This cannot be separated
from the field conditions known quite well both from the quality of the grass, the size of the field
that is standard, conditions wickets, drainage arrangements and so forth. As one of the village's
assets potential, the use of the field as an effort to increase village original income is very profitable
This is done through the establishment of a Football School which is carried out with an
organizational system professional. This is supported by the many local residents who like to play
soccer. Small things that become obstacles from not being able to optimize school management
Football (SSB) in Gumblegan Village is that there is no budget allocated for it Soccer School
organizational training. Students who already have soccer talent requires direction and carrier
identification for SSB students. Covid-19 pandemic conditions which is also one of the frightening
scourges because it absorbs so much of the budget which is available. This has paralyzed village
programs that should have been able to realized, becomes obstructed. Based on the facts that have
been submitted, it is very it is important to do Socialization of Football School Career Guidance
Management (SSB) Indonesia Muda Brosot for Optimizing Talents of SSB Students. With
socialization Football School Career Guidance Management (SSB) is expected to be able to
optimize the talent of the Brosot Young Indonesian Football School students so that the purpose
of the Act Village to make an independent village can be achieved.
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